
Team-Coaching @ The Workation Village 
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Fall Special - Team-Coaching with MovingMountains
“Culture eats strategy for breakfast.” (Peter Drucker)
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 Brilliant! - you've chosen to cowork in the Workation Village, which is great for working on your ideas in a focused way. 
At the same time, you can perfectly combine productivity and team development at this amazing co-working space. 
Grow closer together as a team and take time for your company culture.

We - from MovingMountains - stand for strong team 
culture and support you to use your team power to 
develop strategies, to clarify conflicts or to initiate a 
culture boost and to get tools for your everyday 
work once the workation is over. Here are our three 
packages for you.



Packages
TeamCoaching by MovingMountains
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CultureHack - 39 €*
establishing new routines for effective work and strong team culture while co-located, have a 
safe space for trustful conversation and strong re-connecting in the team.

CampusInspiration - 99 €*
additionally practical impulses on effective teamwork and communication or efficient meetings, 
guided clear-the-air conversations and tools for everyday work back home.

DreamTeam 
team-coaching customized to support you in your current challenges, like strategy planning, 
value creation, team building, vision & purpose coaching and more. 
contact natalie@movingmountains.eu for a customized offer 

* prices per day and person, excl. VAT

mailto:natalie@movingmountains.eu


“

What others say
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The Siemens AI Lab team just returned from our Wander Coaching Retreat with 
our friends from MovingMountains and it was an absolute blast! 

Being out in nature really provides an inspiring and productive setting while 
discussing, aligning and making plans within your team. 

Thanks to the incredible guidance (in regard to both team building and 
mountaineering) by Natalie Kho and Dominik Sennes. I‘m still processing how 
far we’ve come as a team in these 48 hours and I want to recommend this 
#GreatExperience to anyone who wants to make a difference for their work life.

Robert L., Innovation Manager, Siemens AI Lab
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MovingMountains has a  strong team of process facilitators, organizational developers and coaches with 
many years of experience in the facilitation and moderation of positioning, conflict moderation, change 
processes and innovation projects. Among other at PwC, Siemens, Spardabank Munich, Roche, St. 
Leonhards, BMW and many more.



Natalie Sennes

MovingMountains.eu 
Telefon: +49 17620962170
E-mail: natalie@movingmountains.eu 

More Infos?
Let’s talk.
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https://www.movingmountains.eu/?pk_campaign=nkl_jb_ml_tst&pk_kwd=mailing
mailto:natalie@movingmountains.eu

